
Senior Wells Engineer 
Nostrum Oil & Gas, an independent multi-field oil and gas company engaging in the production, development and exploration of oil and gas in the pre-Caspian Basin, is looking for a Senior Wells Engineer 
KEY RESPONSIBILITIES 

 Demonstrate Safety Leadership. Ensure the work is performed in a safe and efficient manner 
 Develop and maintain a Project Plan, identifying all requirements to meet the project deadlines. The Senior Well Engineer will be the key individual, responsible for delivering the project according to Zhaikmunai LLP Well Delivery Process  Review offset drilling campaigns and ensure Lessons Learnt are captured for the upcoming well campaign  Interface with Subsurface team to ensure all well objectives are documented in the Statement of Requirements  Prepare Basis of Design for all wells types  Develop ITT Scope of Work and provide technical input for procuring drilling equipment and services, including the land drilling rig  Long Lead items are ordered in time  Prepare Drilling Programs and cost / time estimates  Organize Peer reviews, DWOPs, HAZOPs and Risk Assessments  Engage and manage service companies in delivery of required services in a safe, timely and efficient manner  Provide full operational support to Well Delivery Manager during the execution phase of the project  Optimize operations to minimize time, cost and risk exposure  Accountable for initiation and sign-off of MOC  First point of contact with budget holder departments (GRM, BD, Asset Management)  Accountable for contract management of assigned drilling unit 

QUALIFICATION, EXPERIENCE, REQUIREMENTS 
 Previous experience in planning deep wells in H²S environment 
 Demonstrate leadership with no tolerance for safety violations 
 Ability to work in team environment 
 Lead all relevant personnel in creating a performance-driven organisation 
 Proven track record in similar exploration and appraisal work for deep wells between 4500 - 6000m and high deviated / horizontal wells 
 Minimum 5+ years of experience in Drilling Industry 
 Verbal and written English and good reporting skills  
 Russians-speaking is an advantage 
 Preferable skills in “Open Wells” reporting system.  
 Conversant with Landmark Well Engineering software (torque and drag, critical rotary speed, etc) or equivalent 
 Valid Medical Certificate 
 Valid IWCF Drilling Supervisor Certificate level 4 
 Valid H²S certification 
 Valid certificate of Regulations and Rules of RoK   

EMPLOYMENT TERMS 
 Starting date: June-2019 
 Duration: 2019-2020 
 Working schedule: 35 x 21 
 Location: RoK, WKO, Uralsk Main office/field 
 Salary: negotiable  Please apply via Employment page at http://nostrumoilandgas.com   


